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18 March 1997
Message from Howard Harrison to Sonia Wagner
Contact if you have any question

REDACTED

Had a meeting with Inspector Jenni Davidson (aged 35-45 his opinion an
aggressive, hard-headed.• smart Opjirator. "A ca.thp~iy. from a large family that
sees paedophiles under the bed". 10W4~ · , )..ll').J,I.(JP~·
Meeting went well and overall she seemed to think that all was done on your
part that could have been done. She said she was following through from the
angle - could the police or DOCS have done more?
Be very guarded as to who knows at this stage. Limit the knowledge of this
case to only those that must know. Sue has been told she can discuss with
chairperson and if she sees fit the board but keep information limited.
No information to past Principal or to Marie Cassamento. Use discretion at all
times. Most people at the Royal commission got into trouble not from their
actions but from who they spoke to (bugged phones).
tAay be one ~r two other cases against Mater Dei. <l.J a CtJ.-.</.D.J
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For the meantime it is important to dot the i' s and cross the t's
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Said that the Sisters have offered pastoral care if required.
The mother is dying and he feels there is a lot going on in her life at the pl o;ent
time. She is angry and there may be some publicity generated. f(l.d)e,_"""t ' CA-J!..' · ·
He feels the police are happy with what Sue had done but there may be an
interview needed in which case he will attend with Sue. The charge against
Sue was that she could have handled the situation better but the police are
satisfied that all was done.
At this stage there is no proof thatc10

is guility.

Police viewed only the documents he thought were relevant. (He held some
back). He felt they saw more than they needed.
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